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Quantization is at the heart of analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion. Two criteria have been widely used for 
designing quantizers: the minimization of the average distortion due to quantization, and the maximization 
of information· theoretic entropy i. e. ensure that each of the quantization regions is used equally frequently 
in encoding the input signal [1]. In general, these two criteria are not equivalent and a particular quantizer is 
only optimal with respect to a given design criterion [3,4]. To help prevent performance degradation in case 
of non-stationary input signals, several adaptive quantization schemes have been developed. These schemes 
attempt to maintain near-optimal performance by matching quantization to the short-term characteristics 
of the input signal [2]. However, these schemes can only compensate for slowly varying input characteristics 
and e.g. are not suited for performing adaptive waveform quantization of speech signals. 

In this contribution, a novel unsupervised competitive learning rule, called Boundary Adaptation Rule 
(BAR) [4], is presented for performing adaptive non-uniform A/D conversion. BAR is completely differ
ent from other unsupervised competitive learning rules since it maximizes information-theoretic entropy 
explicitly. In this way, it outperforms other unsupervised learning rules in generating an equiprobable 
quantization of the analog signal range. Two versions of BAR are introduced, with different computational 
requirements and speeds of convergence: a simple rule with time complexity O(k), with k the number of 
quantization intervals, and a fast rule, called fast BAR (FBAR), with time complexity 0(1). 

Using FBAR, an application to adaptive waveform coding of speech signals is considered. The signals 
originate from the TIMIT data base. For reasons discussed in the presentation, a fixed gain of 10 is used for 
normalizing the speech signals. The signal-to-quantization-noise ratio (SN R) is determined and compared 
with that obtained using a uniform and a I'-law quantizer (I' = 255). The average S N R attained with FBAR 
dearly outperforms those of the other quantizers: 29.61 dB instead of 16.05 and 19.57 dB, respectively, for 
a 5 bit converter. To achieve a similar result with a uniform and a I'-law quantizer, 7.33 bits and 6.65 bits 
are required, respectively. Finally, in case (non-adaptive) Huffman coding is used before transmission, the 
average bit rate of our A/D converter decreases to 3.5 bits for an average SN R of 29.61 dB! This dearly 
demonstrates the advantage of performing A/D conversion adaptively with FBAR. 
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